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previously studied in the narrow width limit for a µ+µ− final state. Here, we extend the

analysis to sizeable decay widths and improve the sensitivity estimate for the narrow width
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circular collider (FCC). The HL-LHC has sensitivity to narrow Z ′ resonances consistent

with the anomalies. In one of our simplified models the FCC could probe 23 TeV Z ′ particles

with widths of up to 0.35 of their mass at 95% confidence level (CL). In another model,
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1 Introduction

Over the past number of years, there has been much interest in a number of anomalies1 in

flavour physics. Specifically, the ratio of branching ratios (BRs)

RK ≡
BR(B → Kµ+µ−)

BR(B → Ke+e−)
, RK∗ ≡

BR(B → K∗µ+µ−)

BR(B → K∗e+e−)
, (1.1)

have substantial deviations from Standard Model (SM) expectations [1, 2]. There are also

discrepancies in the angular variable P ′5 [3, 4] and BR(Bs → φµ+µ−). It is by now well

known that it is possible to account for these anomalies through the existence of new

physics which contributes to the neutral current b→ sµ+µ− decay channel [5–12].

The most well-studied UV-complete explanations of these anomalies involve either

flavour-violating Z ′s and/or leptoquarks. We shall focus here on the Z ′ scenario. Models

falling into this category involve a new gauge group beyond the SM. This could be an

abelian extension such as Lµ − Lτ and related gauge groups [13–41], or the new gauge

group could be non-abelian [14], leading to the existence of W ′ particles, for example.

There are also models with multiple abelian groups [42] leading to multiple Z ′ particles.

Most of these models involve generating the b → sµ+µ− transition at tree-level, although

1In the present paper, we use ‘anomaly’ to refer to a tension between an experimental measurement and

its Standard Model prediction.
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a loop-level penguin is also possible [43], which requires a much lighter Z ′ due to the

loop suppression.

While one can study the effects of these models on flavour physics indirectly using

effective field theory, one would also like to pin down the properties of the new resonances

through their direct production in a high energy collider environment. This raises the

exciting prospect of

directly experimentally probing the new physics that explains aspects of the

fermion mass problem [44–46]

(i.e. the patterns and hierarchies in fermion masses and mixing parameters). It has pre-

viously been argued that perturbative unitarity requires that the new physics responsible

for the flavour anomalies must enter at a scale below 80 TeV [7]. Other phenomenological

bounds, notably from the measurement of Bs − Bs mixing, imply a stricter upper bound

for perturbative values of the Z ′ coupling if one wants to simultaneously fit RK(∗) . Accord-

ingly, one may hope that the resonances may be accessible at a future hadron collider, or

at the High-Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC).

In ref. [47], sensitivities of future hadron colliders were estimated for particles that

can explain the RK and RK(∗) measurements. In particular, ref. [47] considers the case

where the anomalies are explained by a Z ′ or leptoquark, each with flavour dependent

couplings. The µ+µ− channel was used for the Z ′ case. Simplifications in the analysis

(an extrapolation of current LHC search limits, assuming that acceptances and efficiencies

don’t change with centre of mass energy) required also that the decay width of a new

s-channel resonance was narrow (defined to be less than 10% of its mass). However, a

substantial region of the parameter space which fits the B-anomalies requires large O(1)

couplings which lead to large decay widths. Moreover, the high-luminosity run of the LHC

may yet see indirect signs of new physics from effective operators in the high invariant mass

tail of di-lepton distributions [48, 49]. We shall see that such a large effect would typically

imply an underlying wide resonance.

Therefore, in this paper, we study the reach and implications of the fat, flavourful Z ′

scenario, taking effects of the large width into account in our simulations. By simulating

Z ′ signal events, we also take into account changes in acceptances and efficiencies when

operating at different centre of mass energies. We study the phenomenology of two SU(2)L
invariant simplified models, which we dub the Mixed Up-Muon and Mixed Down-Muon

models, leaving the study of large-width leptoquarks to future work.2

We focus our attention on the HL-LHC, the High-Energy LHC (HE-LHC), and the

Future Circular Collider (FCC). We find that while the HL-LHC is sensitive only to narrow

(ΓZ′/MZ′ < 0.1) resonances, the HE-LHC and FCC could probe fat, flavourful resonances

with widths of up to 35% of the mass for Z ′ masses up to 23 TeV for the Mixed-Up

2We note that other types of new particles have been proposed to resolve the tension between mea-

surements and SM predictions of B to D(∗)τν decays [50–56]. These particles (e.g. W ′s or other types of

leptoquark) must be much lighter or much more strongly coupled than the ones responsible for the bsµ+µ−

anomalies in order to fit data, and so should be consequently easier to detect. The study of these other

types of particles is also left to future work.
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Figure 1. Feynman diagrams of parton interactions in pp collisions where a flavourful Z ′ pro-

duces a µ+µ− final state. In the low momentum limit, the same diagrams generate an effective

operator capable of accounting for the discrepancies in B → K(∗)µ+µ− decays as compared to

SM predictions.

Muon model, and the entire perturbative region of parameter space for the Mixed-Down

Muon model.

We proceed as follows: in section 2 we develop simplified Z ′ models for the B-anomalies

and detail the other important constraints such as meson mixing, neutrino trident produc-

tion, and indirect effects in the di-muon invariant mass distribution. In section 3 we present

our projections on future collider sensitivity to these models before concluding in section 4.

Our notation for the fields is listed in appendix A by detailing their SM quantum numbers.

2 Simplified models

We consider two representative models of Z ′s, following ref. [47], which introduced the

näıve and the 33µµ models. The tree-level Z ′ Lagrangian couplings that we know must be

present in Z ′ models in order to explain the neutral current B-anomalies are

LZ′f =
(
gsbZ

′
ρsLγ

ρbL + h.c.
)

+ gµµZ
′
ρµLγ

ρµL + . . . (2.1)

In fact, models where the Z ′ couples equally to left- and right-handed muons has as good a

fit [11] (models where the Z ′ couples solely to right-handed muons are disfavoured because

they predict an enhancement in RK(∗) rather than a diminution). Our results later, based

on direct Z ′ production followed by subsequent decay into µ+µ−, do not depend upon

the spin of the muon coupling, to a good approximation and so our results also cover the

vector-like coupling case. A fit to RK(∗) and other ‘clean3’ B-anomalies in ref. [11] found

that the couplings and masses of Z ′ particles are constrained to be

gbsgµµ = −x
(

MZ′

31TeV

)2

, (2.2)

if gbs and gµµ are real, where x = 1.00 ± 0.25. Throughout this paper, we shall enforce

eq. (2.2), taking the central value x = 1.00 from the fit. In general, gbs and gµµ are complex.

However, here, we take gµµ to be real and positive and gbs to be negative. In the models

we introduce below, gbs may have a small imaginary part. Since the full effects of complex

phases are outside the scope of this work, whenever we refer to gbs below, we shall implicitly

refer to its absolute value.
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Figure 2. Feynman diagram of the tree-level Z ′ contribution to Bs −Bs mixing.

2.1 Constraints

Z ′ models are subject to a number of constraints, the strongest being from measurements of

Bs−Bs mixing, which constrains a function of gbs and MZ′ . A Feynman diagram depicting

the Z ′ contribution is shown in figure 2. Another constraint comes from neutrino trident

production which is sensitive to gµµ and MZ′ . We adapt the bound on Bs-mixing from

ref. [57], using the 2σ constraint derived from the 2016 FLAG average on the hadronic form

factor fBs and bag parameter BBs . More recently, the Fermilab/MILC Collaboration has

presented another determination [58] of these non-perturbative parameters substantially

higher than previous results which means that the Bs−Bs mixing measurement would be

in tension with inferred SM predictions. This would imply a much stronger bound on Z ′s

(which would have the wrong sign contribution to explain the tension) [30, 59–61]. The

result from ref. [61] is equivalent to

|gbs| .MZ′/(600 TeV). (2.3)

We shall display this bound and the bound from pre-2016: |gbs| .MZ′/(148 TeV) in order

to be conservative. Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) imply

|gµµ|
|gbs|

& 374x, (2.4)

whereas the pre-2016 bound would imply |gµµ|/|gbs| & 31x. We also take into account

neutrino trident production, νµγ
∗ → νµµ

+µ−, using the constraints on leptonic operators

in the SM effective field theory (EFT) from refs. [62, 63]. This corresponds to gµµ .
MZ′/(0.39 TeV) which sets an upper bound on the muon coupling for low mZ′ . This upper

bound is not strong enough to affect our projections to future colliders.

2.2 Model definition and couplings

Including only the Z ′ couplings in eq. (2.1) without the ellipsis was called the näıve model in

ref. [47]. However, we now introduce a new similar simplified model that respects SU(2)L.

In order to do this, we must first set up the mass eigenbasis and the weak eigenbasis.

Writing the SM weak eigenbasis fermionic fields with a prime (see appendix A for the

field definitions):

u′J =

 u′J
c′J
t′J

 , d′J =

 d′J
s′J
b′J

 , n′L =

 νe
′
L

νµ
′
L

ντ
′
L

 , e′J =

 e′J
µ′J
τ ′J

 ,

3i.e. observables with small theoretical uncertainties in their predictions.
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where J ∈ {L, R}. We write the Standard Model fermionic electroweak doublets as

Q′Li =

(
u′Li
d′Li

)
, L′Li =

(
n′Li
e′Li

)
.

In order to change the näıve model to respect SU(2)L, we begin by defining couplings to

the fermionic electroweak doublet fields

LZ′f =
(
Q′Liλ

(Q)
ij γρQ′Lj + L′Liλ

(L)
ij γ

ρL′Lj

)
Z ′ρ, (2.5)

where we have used the Einstein summation convention over the family indices i, j ∈
{1, 2, 3} as well as over the vector index ρ but we have omitted gauge labels. λ(Q) and

λ(L) are Hermitian dimensionless 3 by 3 matrices of coupling constants. Their structure

will be decided by the Z ′ ultra-violet completion (for example they will be diagonal if it

derives from an abelian group). For now we remain agnostic as to their structure, in the

spirit of simplified model building. We shall later fix them to give simple couplings in the

mass eigenbasis.

In order to do this, we write the terms of the Lagrangian leading to fermion masses as

− LY = Q′LYuφ
cu′R + Q′LYdφd′R + L′LYeφe′R +

1

2
(L′L

c
φ)M−1(L′Lφ) + h.c. (2.6)

where φ is the SM Higgs doublet4 and Yu, Yd, Ye are 3 by 3 complex dimensionless Dirac

mass matrices for the up-type quarks, the down-type quarks and the charged leptons,

respectively and M−1 is a 3 by 3 complex symmetric matrix of mass dimension -1. The

last term is a dimension 5 non-renormalisable operator that yields left-handed Majorana

neutrino masses. It may result from integrating out heavy right-handed neutrinos, or lepton

number violating sparticles, for example. After electroweak symmetry breaking, the terms

in eq. (2.6) become the fermion mass terms plus some Higgs interactions:

−LY = u′LVuLV
†
uL
muVuRV

†
uR

u′R + d′LVdLV
†
dL
mdVdRV

†
dR

d′R

+ e′LVeLV
†
eL
meVeRV

†
eR

e′R + n′L
cV ∗νLV

T
νL
mνVνLV

†
νL

n′L + h.c. + . . . (2.7)

where VXL and VXR are 3 by 3 unitary matrices, n′L
c is the charge conjugate of the left-

handed neutrino field, mu = vYu, md = vYd, me = vYe and mν = v2M−1. v is the vacuum

expectation value of the neutral component of φ.

Choosing V †XLmXVXR to be diagonal, real and positive for X ∈ {u, d, e} and V T
νL
mνVνL

to be diagonal, real and positive for the neutrinos (all in increasing order of mass toward

the bottom right of the matrix), we can identify the non-primed mass eigenstates

uR ≡ V †uRuR
′, uL ≡ V †uLuL

′, dR ≡ V †dRdR
′, dL ≡ V †dLdL

′,

eR ≡ V †eReR
′, eL ≡ V †eLeL

′, nL ≡ V †νLnL
′.

We may then identify the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix V and the Pontecorvo-

Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata matrix U :

V = V †uLVdL , U = V †νLVeL . (2.8)

4φc denotes (φ0∗, −φ+∗)T .

– 5 –
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Then eq. (2.5) becomes

L =
(
uLV Λ(Q)V †γρuL + dLΛ(Q)γρdL + nLUΛ(L)U †γρnL + eLΛ(L)γρeL

)
Z ′ρ, (2.9)

where we have defined the 3 by 3 dimensionless coupling matrices

Λ(Q) ≡ V †dLλ
(Q)VdL , Λ(L) ≡ V †eLλ

(L)VeL . (2.10)

2.3 The ‘mixed up-muon’ (MUM) model

In order to obtain the couplings in eq. (2.1), we set

Λ(Q) = gbs

 0 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0

 , Λ(L) = gµµ

 0 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0

 , (2.11)

where in the ultra-violet completion we may expect gbs and gµµ to be related in some way,

but in our simplified model we leave them free and to be determined by data. By the

choice in eq. (2.11), we retain the desired Z ′ couplings in the down quarks and charged

leptons of eq. (2.1), but these come with SU(2)L-respecting mixed couplings to up quarks

and neutrinos. From now on, we refer to eqs. (2.9), (2.11) as the ‘mixed-up muon’ model.

The inclusion of neutrinos into the model means that the Z ′ has a lower BR into muons

than the näıve model: the Z ′ BR to muon pairs is identical to that into neutrinos, to a

very good approximation.

2.4 The ‘mixed down-muon’ (MDM) model

Here, we simply make a different choice for Λ(Q), but the same choice as MUM for Λ(L):

Λ(Q) = gttV
† ·

 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 1

 · V, Λ(L) = gµµ

 0 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0

 . (2.12)

This is just a rewriting of the 33µµ model in ref. [47], but we call it the ‘mixed-down muon’

model as it better fits with our chosen nomenclature above. The MDM model differs from

the MUM model in that the Z ′ has various couplings to mixed down-type quarks (and to

the left-handed top). It thus constitutes a different case for study. Matching Λ(Q) here

with eq. (2.1) identifies

gbs = V ∗tsVtbgtt. (2.13)

gtt > 0 ensures gbs < 0 as required by eq. (2.2), since Vts ≈ −0.04 and Vtb ≈ 1. Since

|V ∗tsVtb| ≈ 0.04 � 1, this model helps explain why the Z ′ model couples more weakly to

bLsL + h.c. as compared to µLµL, making the Bs−Bs mixing constraint in eq. (2.3) easier

to satisfy at the same time as eq. (2.2). A more complete MDM type model is provided by

the Third Family Hypercharge Model example case [45], which predicts that the relevant

couplings have similar structure to those in eq. (2.12) (along with other couplings to third

generation fermions and mixed neutrinos and small violations of flavour universality in the

Z couplings).

Both the MDM and the MUM model generate the Feynman diagrams for hadron

collider di-muon production shown in figure 1 (along with additional production diagrams

from other quarks).

– 6 –
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2.5 Decays

The Z ′ partial width for decays into massless fermions fi and fj is given by

Γfifj =
C

24π
|gfifj |

2MZ′ , (2.14)

where the constant C = 3 for coloured fermions and C = 1 for colour singlet fermions. In

the models we study (defined by the couplings in eqs. (2.11), (2.12) and eq. (2.9)) we sum

over decays to all of the SM fermions that the Z ′ couples to. Given the requirements on the

couplings to fit the flavour anomalies, the decay width is dominated by decays to muons

and neutrinos for both the MUM and the MDM models. In the limit that the fermion

masses are small compared to MZ′ (this will be a good approximation in the domain of

parameter space we consider), eq. (2.14) implies that the BRs are independent of MZ′ .

We show in figure 3 the width Γ as a function of MZ′ and gµµ for the MUM (left panel)

and MDM (right panel) models, with the region in red ruled out by the constraint from

Bs-mixing. This forces |gbs| to be small, except when MZ′ is large. We also note that the

relative width increases rapidly with MZ′ in the MDM model. This is because in the MDM

model, as MZ′ becomes large, gtt is driven to be large by eqs. (2.13) and (2.2). Because

the b̄s coupling is unsuppressed by a CKM mixing element in the MUM model, we do not

see the effect there. In our simplified models, it could also be sensible to add additional

couplings of the Z ′ (these are often present in specific models). In that case, one could

consider the width to be a free parameter with a minimum value given by the simplified

model value shown in figure 3. A larger relative width, if it is larger than the experimental

resolution, typically means that the sensitivity is reduced and searches are consequently

more challenging.

In the MUM model, eq. (2.4) means that the Z ′ decays with a 50% BR to muon pairs

and a 50% BR to neutrinos, to a good approximation. However, in the MDM model, |gtt| =
|gbs|/|V ∗tsVtb| enhances the coupling to quarks: putting in the central values |Vts| = 0.04,

|Vtb| = 1 for the magnitudes of CKM matrix elements yields y ≡ |gtt|/|gµµ| < 0.6. The BR

into quarks in the MDM model is then approximately

z ≡
3∑

i,j=1

BR(Z ′ → qiq̄j) =
3y2

1 + y2
, (2.15)

which can be as high as 52%. The remainder of the decays are again split equally between

muon pairs and neutrino pairs. We summarise the BRs for both the MUM model and

the MDM model in table 1. Since it is difficult or impossible to discriminate the flavour

of light jets, we have lumped them all together. The table already suggests channels to

search for the Z ′. Muon anti-muon pairs have a sizeable BR in any event, and will be the

primary search channel, being the most closely related channel to the explanation of the

neutral current B-anomalies. It is this channel that we shall focus on in the present paper.

However, in the MDM model, a sizeable BR to boosted top anti-top pairs is also possible,

and the resulting boosted top pairs are an interesting channel for future study.

– 7 –
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Figure 3. Width of the Z ′ as a fraction of its mass as a function of MZ′ and gµµ in the MUM

(left hand panel) and MDM (right hand panel) models, derived from Each point in the plane fits

the neutral current B-anomalies, since eq. (2.2) with x = 1.00 has been enforced meaning that

gbs ∝ M2
Z′/gµµ. The black region at the top right hand panel has width greater or equal to the

mass, meaning that the model has entered the non-perturbative régime, and our results (based on

perturbation theory) may be inaccurate there. In order to show more of the parameter space, we

have displayed the pre-2016 Bs mixing constraint in pink and the one based on eq. (2.3), where

the region below the blue dashed line is ruled out.

MUM model MDM model

mode BR mode BR mode BR mode BR mode BR

νiν̄k 0.5 νiν̄k (1− z)/2 tt̄ z/2 jj′ y2zX/2 bj y2zY/2

µ+µ− 0.5 µ+µ− (1− z)/2 b̄b y2z|Vtb|4/2 b̄j y2zY/2

Table 1. Summary of BRs (BRs) of Z ′ for the MUM and MDM models. We have categorised the

three lighter quarks and anti-quarks into a generic ‘light’ jet j, j′ ∈ {u, d, s, ū, d̄, s̄}. i and k ∈ {1, 2, 3}
are family indices, X ≡

∣∣|Vtd|2 + |Vts|2 + 2<(V ∗tsVtd)
∣∣2, Y = |Vtb|2|Vtd + Vts|2, y = |gtt|/|gµµ| and z

is defined in eq. (2.15).

2.6 Indirect sensitivity in high invariant mass di-muon tails

The Z ′ may be too heavy to be directly produced on-shell at the LHC. Nevertheless, it could

still leave an indirect imprint in the high invariant mass di-muon tail at the LHC [48, 49].

In this case we may use an EFT approach in which we need only consider the four-fermion

operators induced by integrating out the Z ′. This can give an additional signal contribution

to the di-muon final state above the usual SM Drell-Yan background.

We use the ATLAS data at 13 TeV with 36.1 fb−1 with the observed and SM number of

events per bin given by table 9 of ref. [64]. Following ref. [48], we parameterise the expected

– 8 –
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Figure 4. ∆χ2 for the four-fermion coefficient Ctt ' Cbb = −gbbgµµv2/M2
Z′ from a fit to the ATLAS

13 TeV 36.1 fb−1 di-muon distribution in the MDM model. The high-luminosity LHC projections

are shown in dashed lines.

number of events per bin as a function of the four-fermion operator coefficients Cqq̄ by

Nbin

NSM
bin

=

∑
q,q̄

∫ τmax

τmin
dττLqq̄(τ, µF )|Fqq̄(τs, Cqq̄)|2∑

qi,q̄j

∫ τmax

τmin
dττLqq̄(τ, µF )|F SM

qq̄ (τs)|2
. (2.16)

Thus the new physics effects are only taken into account via the EFT approximation, or

the signal is not sensitive to the shape of the Z ′ propagator. This is an approximation

which is only valid when ŝ � M2
Z′ , and we must take care to delineate the domain of its

validity. The sum is over all five parton flavours q ∈ {u, c, d, s, b} and the parton luminosity

function can be written as

Lqq̄(τ, µF ) =

∫ 1

τ

dx

x
fq(x, µF )fq̄(τ/x, µF ) , (2.17)

where f is the parton distribution function and µF the factorisation scale that we set to

ŝ; we also defined τ ≡ ŝ/s with s the proton-proton squared centre of mass energy and

ŝ ≡M2
µµ. The propagator function F is given by the expression

Fij(p
2, Cij) = δij

(
e2QqQl
p2

+
gqZg

l
Z

p2 −M2
Z + iMZΓZ

)
+
Cij
v2
. (2.18)

Qf is the electric charge of the fermion, and gfZ ≡
2MZ
v

(
T 3
f −Qf sin2 θW

)
where f label the

species of fermion, θw is the SM Weinberg angle and T 3
f is the diagonal generator of SU(2).

There was no region of 95% CL sensitivity of this high di-muon invariant mass tail

analysis to the MUM model, whose signal cross-section is too small at
√
s = 13 TeV, so

we here focus on the sensitivity of the MDM model. Treating each bin as independently

Poisson-distributed, we perform a χ2 fit for the MDM model in which the coupling to bb̄ is

allowed to vary freely with the muon coupling fixed to gµµ = 1.5. The couplings to the other

flavours are dependent on gbb ≡ gtt/|Vtb|2 ≈ gtt through CKM rotations, à la eq. (2.12).
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Figure 5. 95% CL exclusion region of the ATLAS 13 TeV pp → µµ di-muon distribution (blue

region) for 36.1 fb−1 (3 ab−1) denoted by dotted (solid) blue lines, as a function of MZ′ vs gtt ≈ gbb
for a deformed MDM model with gµµ = 1.5. gbs is fixed to its anomaly compatible value. The

region of EFT validity for this analysis lies to the right of the vertical orange dotted line. Contours

of ΓZ′/MZ′ are represented by dashed grey lines. The anomaly-compatible region within 1σ is

shown in green, while the Bs −BS mixing constraint is in red.

The resulting ∆χ2 for the four-fermion operator coefficient Ctt ' Cbb = −gbbgµµv2/M2
Z′ is

shown in figure 4.5

In figure 5, the 95% CL exclusion region of the di-muon mass distribution to a de-

formed MDM model is plotted as the blue region on the parameter space of MZ′ vs gbb
bounded by the dotted blue curve. The deformation we consider is the removal of the

connection between gbs and gtt in eq. (2.13): they are now considered to be independent.

The dashed (solid) blue curve shows expected sensitivity for the (HL-)LHC. The vertical

dashed orange line represents (approximately) where the Z ′ mass is beyond the direct reach

of the LHC such that the EFT approach is valid. The horizontal dashed grey lines labelled

by white boxes represent the width as a fraction of the Z ′ mass. Thus, we deduce that

the blue region to the right hand side of the EFT line is ruled out by ATLAS. Should

a sizeable deviation appear in the di-muon tail at the LHC (but should no resonance ap-

pear), this will be somewhere to the right-hand side of the current (dashed blue) exclusion

region on the plot. In the MDM model, this along with EFT validity necessarily points

towards a wide Z ′ (Γ/MZ′ ≥ 0.1) to be searched for at future higher-energy colliders. Note

that this conclusion is more general than the specific case of an anomaly-compatible Z ′,

whose parameter space would then have to lie within the green band. The discovery of

indirect effects that may still show up at the high-luminosity LHC therefore would provide

additional motivation for studying future sensitivities to large width resonances.

5Switching on one operator coefficient at a time, we find limits in good agreement with those in ref. [48].
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3 Direct Z′ sensitivity of hadron colliders

We shall here focus on the µ+µ− channel for identifying fat flavourful Z ′ production.

The µ+µ− channel has the benefit of being directly involved with the inferred new physics

contribution in RK(∗) , and we know that its coupling gµµ to the Z ′ must be much larger than

|gbs| because of eq. (2.4). In particular models, it could be that other channels may be even

more sensitive (for example to boosted top pairs), but we still restrict ourselves to the µ+µ−

channel because of its omnipresence in models which explain the RK(∗) measurements.

3.1 Methodology

Aside from resonance searches in the narrow width approximation [47], some previous

work on the collider prospects for Z ′s which explain the flavour anomalies has focused on

precision measurements of the high invariant mass tails of di-lepton distributions at the

LHC [48, 49]. Other studies have focused on production of the resonance in association with

a b-jet, exploiting the flavour structure of the Z ′ couplings [65, 66]. Our strategy is instead

a direct search for the fat Z ′ resonance in the di-lepton invariant mass distribution, taking

width effects correctly into account. We use the 5-flavour NNPDF2.3LO [67] (αs(MZ) =

0.119) parton distribution functions via LHAPDF6 [68] in order to re-sum the logarithms

associated with the initial state b-quark [69]. The hadronisation scale is fixed to be MZ′ .

The standard propagator used in resonance production has the Breit-Wigner form

Dµν(p2) =
−iηµν

p2 −M2
Z′ + iΓZ′MZ′

, (3.1)

where ηµν is the Minkowski metric. This results from re-summing a class of corrections

to the tree-level propagator. These are related to the decay width by the optical theo-

rem. Usually, these corrections are evaluated at a fixed scale ŝ = M2
Z′ , in which case the

propagator has the form above. However, for wide resonances the partonic centre-of-mass

energy can be sufficiently far from the pole in the propagator that this approximation is no

longer valid. A clear exposition of this can be found in the literature on the line-shape of

the Z0-boson [70]. In this case we must include the momentum dependence, and not just

evaluate the imaginary terms at the fixed scale ŝ = M2
Z′ . In practical terms, this amounts

to replacing ΓZ′MZ′ with ŝ
M2
Z′

ΓZ′MZ′ , so that the corrected propagator has the form

Dµν(p2) =
−iηµν

p2 −M2
Z′ + i p2

M2
Z′

ΓZ′MZ′
. (3.2)

In practice we do this by changing the Z ′ propagator in the UFO files [71] we generate6

from FeynRules [72, 73]. We generate events using MadGraph5 [74]. We show the effects

of this change from the Breit-Wigner form in figure 6, which shows the di-muon invariant

mass distribution for mZ′ = 13, 17 TeV for the Breit-Wigner and corrected propagators.

We observe a smearing due to the large width effect, which reduces sensitivity somewhat.

6The UFO files are included in the ancillary information submitted with the arXiv version of this paper.
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Figure 6. Expected di-muon invariant mass distributions at the FCC for (left) MZ′=13 TeV,

gµµ = 2.1 and (right) MZ′=17 TeV, gµµ = 2.7, corresponding to widths of 12% and 19% respectively.

The expected number of events per bin on the ordinate is for 10 ab−1 of integrated luminosity. This

figure shows the difference between using the MadGraph5 default propagator and the new propagator

∼ 1/(p2−M2− ip2Γ/M). The significance for Mz′ = 13 TeV is 8.5 (9.7 for the default propagator)

summing from bin 4 (5). The significance for MZ′ = 17 TeV is 4.6 (5.6) summing from bin 9 (10).

All histograms and significance calculations are post-detector simulation (i.e. DELPHES 3).

We define signal sensitivity as follows: first, we define a window of di-muon invariant

mass in which to generate events, depending upon the collider:

mHL-LHC
µµ ∈ [max{MZ′ − Γ− 500 GeV, 100 GeV}, min{MZ′ + Γ, 5.9 TeV}]

mHE-LHC
µµ ∈ [max{MZ′ − Γ− 2 TeV, 250 GeV}, min{MZ′ + Γ, 11.25 TeV}]
mFCC
µµ ∈ [max{MZ′ − Γ− 2 TeV, 250 GeV}, min{MZ′ + Γ, 25.25 TeV}].

We define Si ≡ (σZ
′+SM

i − σSMi )L, where L is assumed integrated luminosity and i ∈
{1, . . . , N}, as the expected number of signal events in a single bin of width W in mµµ

estimated in our simulations.7 W = 500 GeV is taken for all simulations apart from the

HL-LHC ones, where W = 100 GeV is taken. σZ
′+SM

i is the pp → µ+µ− cross-section

including the Z ′ lying in the mµµ bin i and σSMi is the SM µ+µ− cross-section in the

same bin.8 Each of these cross-sections is to be understood as being for pp→ µ+µ− after

acceptance, efficiency and detector effects. The total significance, measured in terms of

‘number of σ’, is defined to be

S = maxiDi, where Di ≡
∑N

j=i Sj√∑N
k=iBk

, (3.3)

and the number of background events in bin k Bk ≡ σSMk L is likely to be estimated in

practice by experiments measuring control regions. However, there will be systematic errors

and correlations involved with the extraction of the Bk which we do not take into account

7Each bin is centred on mµµ = W (2n+ 1)/2 GeV, where n ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}.
8Although interference effects between signal and background are automatically taken into account by

MadGraph5, in both the MUM model and the MDM model, they are CKM suppressed or parton density

function-suppressed compared to the pure signal contribution.
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Figure 7. The bleeding of a single parton level bin centred on mµµ = 13 TeV for the Z ′ signal at

the FCC. At parton-level, we expect 33.1 events (in 10 ab−1), after parton showering effects are

simulated by PYTHIA this reduces to 31.3 and after simulating detector effects with DELPHES 3, 29.2.

here. Our definition of signal significance is rather crude, and in the end if many signal

events are collected, shapes and other features of signal events are likely to be used which

will increase the significance. We also ignore the effects of theoretical uncertainties (parton

density function errors, higher order contributions etc), which will tend to decrease the

sensitivity. Despite these short-comings, at this stage our crude definition of significance

will suffice for a reasonable but approximate estimate.

In order to further examine the simulated effects of parton showering and the detector,

we simulate signal-only FCC collisions for MZ′ = 13 TeV. We initially filter out all events

other than those where the parton-level simulation gives di-muons in a single bin centred

around mµµ = 13 TeV, as shown in figure 7: thus we throw away the large width effects

in this one plot for illustrative purposes (but we include them elsewhere in this paper).

These central-bin events are then passed through PYTHIA8.2 [75, 76] in order to simulate

initial state radiation and parton showering effects. We see that the initial parton-level

simulation gets smeared to lower invariant masses. However, at such high mµµ, the muon

resolution becomes significantly worse. This is because muon momentum is measured by

the amount of bending in the magnetic field of the detector, but very high momentum

muons will have small bending compared to lower energy ones. Thus, simulating such

detector effects is essential in order to account for this. Here, we use the DELPHES 3 [77]

fast detector simulator. We see that the detector smears mµµ both to higher and lower

values. Thus: the overall effect of initial state radiation and detector effects is smearing to

higher and to lower values, with a small bias toward smaller invariant masses. Notably, this

detector-level smearing was not accounted for in ref. [47], which gave a cruder estimate in

the approximation that detector effects are the same in the LHC and FCC environments.

Such an approximation becomes worse for larger MZ′ . For this 13 TeV bin, some 10% of

signal events are lost due to acceptance and efficiencies.
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Figure 8. Predicted sensitivity for the MDM model with the 14 TeV LHC with 3/ab integrated

luminosity in the MZ′–gµµ plane. Each point in the plane fits the neutral current B-anomalies,

since eq. (2.2) with x = 1.00 has been enforced meaning that gbs ∝M2
Z′/gµµ. The solid lines show

the regions of 95% CL and 99% CL sensitivity being below each contour. We show only the MDM

model, since the HL-LHC does not have sensitivity to the allowed MUM parameter space. In order

to show more of the parameter space, we have displayed the pre-2016 Bs mixing constraint in pink

and the one based on eq. (2.3), where the region below the blue dashed line is ruled out. The grey

dashed lines show the values of the relative decay width ΓZ′/MZ′ .

3.2 Results

Achieving adequate Monte-Carlo statistics in the tails of wide resonances can be challeng-

ing. We generate events in fixed-width bins of the di-muon invariant mass, so that we have

good resolution in the tails. We find that generating with bin widths W = 100, 500 GeV

as described in section 3.1 is sufficient to achieve smoothly falling distributions across the

relevant range of parameter space.

The dominant background process is Drell-Yan (DY) production of di-muon pairs

via γ∗ and Z. While there are also contributions from di-boson production, top quarks,

and vector-boson plus jets, at large invariant masses these are completely dominated by

the Drell-Yan component, which makes up over 90% of the background events at the

LHC [64, 78]. Accordingly, we consider DY as the only background in our simulations.

The ATLAS di-lepton search [64] sets limits on generic Z ′s with relative decay widths

of up to 32%, by using a mass window of twice the resonance width. However, the corre-

sponding CMS search [78] only considers narrow resonances, whose widths are up to 10%

of their mass. The CMS di-jet search [79] provides limits on resonances up to 30% width,

while the ATLAS di-jet searches [80] stay within the narrow regime.

We find that the 14 TeV HL-LHC with 3ab−1 of luminosity does not have sensitivity to

the MUM model. This is due to the fact that it has small couplings, and requires a b-quark

in the initial state. On the other hand, in the MDM model the Z ′ couples to other flavours

of quark, so that the production cross-sections are substantially larger. In particular, we
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Figure 9. Predicted sensitivity for the 27 TeV HE-LHC with 15/ab integrated luminosity in the

MZ′–gµµ plane. Each point in the plane fits the neutral current B-anomalies, since eq. (2.2) with

x = 1.00 has been enforced meaning that gbs ∝ M2
Z′/gµµ. The solid lines show the regions of 95%

CL and 99% CL sensitivity, which are below each contour. The left-hand plot shows the MUM

model, the right-hand plot the MDM model. In order to show more of the parameter space, we

have displayed the pre-2016 Bs mixing constraint in pink and the one based on eq. (2.3), where the

region below the blue dashed line is ruled out. The grey dashed lines show contours of the relative

decay width ΓZ′/MZ′ .

find that the larger cross-sections for the MDM model are driven by bb → Z ′ → µ+µ−

due to the enhanced gbb coupling. We show the reach for the MDM model in figure 8.

The solid lines show the regions of 2σ and 3σ exclusion. The region ruled out by neutrino

trident production is shown in green, and in red the region ruled out by the Bs mixing

constraint [57]. While the LHC would have sensitivity in this region, we have not set limits

there since it is already ruled out. The more recent determination [61] is shown as the

blue-dashed line. Finally, the grey dashed lines show contours of the relative decay width

ΓZ′/MZ′ . The reach extends out to 5 TeV, and couplings gµµ ≈ 2, corresponding to a width

of 10%. These results are broadly in agreement with the previous projections in [47], but

not as optimistic due to our taking width and detector effects into account.

The 27 TeV HE-LHC proposal has sensitivity to the MDM model, as shown in figure 9.

The HE-LHC could probe masses of up to 12 TeV and widths of up to 60% in the MDM

model. However, in the MUM model, the HE-LHC has no sensitivity to the region above

the blue line that is consistent with the latest Bs mixing bound. In the case that this bound

becomes less stringent with more CKM and lattice data, masses up to 6 TeV for the MUM

model may be covered. The exclusion contours in the figure 9 have quite different shapes,

which stems from the different mixings and couplings in each model, the requirement that

the couplings can explain the flavour anomalies and the different widths over the parameter

spaces (as in figure 3). The lack of sensitivity at low masses is due to larger backgrounds

that reduce the sensitivity to large widths.
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Figure 10. Predicted sensitivity for the 100 TeV FCC with 10/ab integrated luminosity in the

MZ′–gµµ plane for the MUM model (left). Each point in the plane fits the neutral current B-

anomalies, since eq. (2.2) with x = 1.00 has been enforced meaning that gbs ∝ M2
Z′/gµµ. The

solid lines in the left-hand panel show the regions of 95% CL and 99% CL sensitivity being below

each contour. In order to show more of the parameter space, we have displayed the pre-2016 Bs
mixing constraint in pink and the one based on eq. (2.3), where the region below the blue dashed

line is ruled out. The grey dashed lines show contours of the relative decay width ΓZ′/MZ′ . The

MDM model’s significance S is colour-coded with the legend on the right; its sensitivity is S > 10σ

everywhere on the plane (right).

Finally, figure 10 shows the predicted sensitivity in the MZ′–gµµ plane for the FCC

with 10ab−1 integrated luminosity. We show the MUM model on the left in the range

MZ′ ≤ 30 TeV and gµµ ≤ 5 TeV. We note that in the case where we take the latest lattice

results on non-perturbative parameters (i.e. eq. (2.3)), the MUM has no sensitivity. If this

bound relaxes in the future, we note that the FCC has sensitivity to the MUM model in

parameter space not currently ruled out for MZ′ up to 23 TeV and for widths up to 35%,

corresponding to gµµ ∼ 3.5. All of the MDM parameter plane in the right-handed panel

of figure 3 is above 10σ significance. However, for the region of large MZ′ & 18 TeV and

gµµ & 3, ΓZ′ ≥MZ′ and so perturbation theory is no longer valid.

4 Conclusion

The RK(∗) flavour anomalies (discrepancies between SM predictions and experimental mea-

surements in certain B-meson decays) are of considerable current interest and, at face value,

require the existence of physics beyond the SM. One possibility involves the existence of

a Z ′, a new heavy vector-boson with flavour dependent couplings. If the anomalies are

confirmed it would be desirable to directly produce and identify whatever new particles

are responsible at a current or future collider. In this work we have estimated the sensitiv-
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Figure 11. Summary of MUM model and MDM model 95% sensitivities for future hadron colliders:

the 100 TeV FCC with 10/ab integrated luminosity, 27 TeV HE-LHC with 15/ab and the 14 TeV

LHC with 3/ab integrated luminosity. Each point in the plane fits the neutral current B-anomalies,

since eq. (2.2) with x = 1.00 has been enforced meaning that gbs ∝ M2
Z′/gµµ. The solid lines

show the regions of 95% CL and 99% CL sensitivity being below each contour. The region ruled

out by the Bs mixing constraint [57] is shown in red while the region derived from ref. [61] would

be below the blue-dashed line. The grey dashed lines show the values of the relative decay width

ΓZ′/MZ′ . The FCC reach is shown in grey and extends throughout the whole perturbative region

where ΓZ′/MZ′ < 1 in the MDM model.

ities of the HL-LHC, HE-LHC and FCC proposals to new, flavour-violating Z ′s capable of

explaining the flavour anomalies.

The neutral current B-anomalies may require large Z ′ couplings depending on MZ′ ,

and hence involve resonances with large decay widths: fat, flavourful Z ′s. These widths

are larger than what is usually considered in current LHC searches.

We have developed SU(2)L respecting simplified models which include the couplings

necessary to explain RK and RK(∗) (and related) measurements. We pursued two models:

the MUM and MDM scenarios. These differ in whether CKM mixing occurs in the up-

quark or the down-quark sector. Our projections improve upon previous work [47] by

including a dynamical width for the resonance and by modelling detector acceptance and

efficiency effects. Although we have presented our results strictly in terms of the MUM

and MDM models, any future dedicated studies should bear in mind that the width could

be larger than predicted in the model in question by the Z ′ having more couplings than

just those in eq. (2.9). Therefore, the width could be kept as an additional free parameter

in any such studies. Generally, the MDM model has far more sensitivity than the MUM

model. Although the additional valence quark couplings are CKM suppressed in the MDM

model as compared to gbs, the coupling to bb̄ is CKM enhanced : a factor 1/|Vts| ≈ 25 larger
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than gbs. Z
′ production is then dominantly via bb̄ → Z ′, so it would be important to pin

down the b-quark parton distribution functions as well as possible in order to reduce the

theoretical uncertainty in the production cross-section.

Our main results are combined in figure 11, which shows the projected reach of our

chosen colliders in the MZ′–gµµ plane. In order to achieve 95% CL sensitivity requires

going beyond the HL-LHC to a higher energy machine for the MUM model. Higher energy

colliders also have substantially increased mass reach for these resonances: up to 23 TeV for

a resonance with 35% width in the MUM scenario. We note the importance of the accurate

estimation of important non-perturbative parameters used as inputs to Bs−Bs constraints:

the pre-2016 bound is shown by the pink triangular region to the lower right hand side

of the plot, but one recent determination would move the bound instead to be below the

blue dashed line, removing all viable parameter space where one has 95% sensitivity to the

MUM model, for instance.

We await confirmation [81] of RK(∗) flavour anomalies by analyses of LHCb Run II

data and an independent check from Belle II [82]. In the event of such a confirmation, our

work makes the conclusion of ref. [47] more robust, and extends it to the large width Z ′

case: the neutral current flavour anomalies and sensitivity to Z ′ particles provide another

good motivation to the already strong case for future high-energy hadron colliders.
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A Field definitions

We use the following field definitions in terms of representations of SU(3)×SU(2)L×U(1)Y :

Q′L = (3, 2, +1/6), L′L = (1, 2, −1/2), e′R = (1, 1, −1)

d′R = (3, 1, −1/3), u′R = (3, 1, +2/3), φ = (1, 2, +1/2)

Z ′ = (1 , 1 , 0). (A.1)
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